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Experiences of a Sri Lankan journalist, author, and social worker on various aspects of
Sri Lankan life.
The only existing in-depth, exhaustive, and complete history of the Nazi Party.
VIII. Redefining the Republican Tradition, 1784-1787 -- IX. John Adams's Republic in
Republican America, 1787-1800 -- X.A Retrospective Retirement, 1801-1826 -Conclusion: Memory and Desire in America's Republican Revolution -- Notes -- An
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In a time of neither here nor there Rebekah and her brothers travel to town to purchase
supplies for their family's inn. They are each also given a single coin to spend as they
wish. Rebekah inadvertently buys a book; a diary, and innocently unleashes havoc on
all she has ever known and loved. The evil, power-hungry Ara-Quan has come through
the mysterious Great Forest into Rebekah's world and will stop at nothing to get the
diary. In a race against time, Rebekah must decipher the diary, learn how to survive
and save the world she once knew. Can the strange wolf and the elfin creature
Aechibus be trusted? Ultimately, she must cross paths with Ara-Quan, but will she
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survive?
Although Emanuel Swedenborg (1688–1772) is commonly known for his spiritual
philosophy, his early career was focused unnatural science. During this period,
Swedenborg thought of the world was like a gigantic machine, following the laws of
mechanics and geometry. This volume analyzes this mechanistic worldview from the
cognitive perspective, by means of a study of the metaphors in Swedenborg’s texts.
The author argues that these conceptual metaphors are vital skills of the creative mind
and scientific thinking, used to create visual analogies and abstract ideas. This means
that Swedenborg’s mechanistic and geometrical worldview, allowed him to perceive
the world as mechanical and geometrical. Swedenborg thought ”with” books and pens.
The reading gave him associations and clues, forced him to interpret, and gave him
material for his intellectual development.
A valued adviser and trusted insider in the highest echelon of U.S. military and political
leaders, General Walter Bedell Smith began his public service career of more than forty
years at age sixteen, when he joined the Indiana National Guard. His bulldog tenacity
earned him an opportunity to work with General George C. Marshall in 1941, playing an
essential role in forming the offices of the Combined and Joint Chiefs of Staff; and after
his appointment as chief of staff to Dwight D. Eisenhower in 1942, Smith took a central
part in planning and orchestrating the major Allied operations of World War II in Europe.
Among his many duties, Smith negotiated and signed the surrenders of the Italian and
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German armed forces on May 7, 1945. Smith's postwar career included service as the
U.S. ambassador to the Soviet Union, director of the Central Intelligence Agency, and
undersecretary of state. Despite his contributions to twentieth-century American military
and diplomatic history, the life and work of Smith have largely gone unappreciated. In
Beetle:The Life of General Walter Bedell Smith, D. K. R. Crosswell offers the first fulllength biography of the general, including insights into his close relationships with
Marshall and Eisenhower. Meticulously researched and long overdue, Beetle sheds
new light on Eisenhower as supreme commander and the campaigns in North Africa,
Italy, and Europe . Beetle is the fascinating history of a soldier, diplomat, and
intelligence chief who played a central role in many decisions that altered mid-twentiethcentury American history.
A study of the generation of French, German, English, Spanish, and Italian young men
who fought in World War I.
Monsters are real. They have always been here, even when we choose not to see them.&
;Now, for the residents of Hunter's Grove, the choice is no longer theirs. As a power-hungry
varcolaca Greatertries to break through the magic holding him back and lead his army of
monsters to vengeance against human-kind, there are five who unknowingly possess the
power to finish what centuries of humans before them have been unable to do. Charlie Sullivan
and his band of new friends will be tested as they attempt to strengthen the magic that can lock
the monsters and their evil prince away for goodeven if the cost is their lives.& ;This is the story
of five unlikely friends who uncover the sinister past buried under their sleepy hometown of
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Hunter's Grove. This is a story about looking past differences, overcoming fears, and
rediscovering what is truly important in this life. This is the story of Charlie Sullivan and the
Monster Hunters of Hunter's Grove.
WINNER OF THE FORTNUM & MASON DEBUT FOOD BOOK AWARD 2021 LONGLISTED
FOR THE 2021 LAKELAND BOOK OF THE YEAR ‘Extraordinary. Vivid, irreverent,
heartbreaking.’ NIGEL SLATER ‘So funny and so delicious. I could eat it.’ DAWN
O’PORTER ‘Delicious.’ THE OBSERVER
This much-needed guide to translated literature offers readers the opportunity to hear from,
learn about, and perhaps better understand our shrinking world from the perspective of
insiders from many cultures and traditions. • Over 1,000 annotated contemporary world fiction
titles, featuring author's name; title; translator; publisher and place of publication; genre/literary
style/story type; an annotation; related works by the author; subject keywords; and original
language • 9 introductory overviews about classic world fiction titles • Extensive bibliographical
essays about fiction traditions in other countries • 5 indexes: annotated authors, annotated
titles, translators, nations, and subjects/keywords
Fiction Mini-Novel. With a mandate to rid the world of two power hungry men responsible for
death and a heist of control, one agent finds himself the sole operative in a mission to kill.
Follow along as the agent, through his recollections, narrates the events that unfold in a quest
to reach the objective, and get paid.
Everybody knows, and maybe even loves, a microgenre. Plague romances and mommy
memoirs. Nudie-cutie movies, Nazi zombies, and dinosaur erotica. Baby burlesks, Minecraft
fiction, grindcore, premature ejaculation poetry...microgenres come in all varieties and turn up
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in every form of media under the sun, tailor-made for enthusiasts of all walks of life. Coming
into use in the last decade or so, the term "microgenre" classifies increasingly niche-marketed
worlds in popular music, fiction, television, and the Internet. Netflix has recently highlighted our
fascination with the ultra-niche genre with hilariously specific classifications -- “independent
supernatural dramedy featuring a strong female lead” – that can sometimes hit a little too close
to home. Each contribution in this collection introduces readers to a different microgenre,
drawn from a range of historical periods and from a variety of media. The Microgenre presents
a previously untreated point of cultural curiosity, revealing the profound truth that humanity's
desire to classify is often only matched by the unsustainability of the obscure and hyperspecific. It also affirms, in colorful detail, what most people suspect but have trouble fathoming
in an increasingly homogenized and commercial West: that imaginative projects are just that,
imaginative, diverse, and sometimes completely and hilariously inexplicable.
In retrospect, historical change often appears to be both logical and inevitable. Yet, as a
process, as a series of moments, it is by nature open-ended. The protagonists are unaware of
the potential consequences of their choices, as well as the meaning of their actions in the
greater scheme of things. An individual, in real time and in the middle of events, has little
scope for understanding the whole. The dynamic of a regime change involves a journey away
from a particular past towards a chosen future, while the practices of the old regime are called
into question. The competing visions for a better future often include a reactionary option,
looking back towards an older period, perceived as a golden age waiting to be restored. In the
aftermath of a regime change the new cadres, seeking to consolidate their power, form the
new conservative bloc of the society. When revolutionary forces again begin to gather, the
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regime disintegrates, and the cycle begins again. So far, regime changes have been analysed
as unique, one-off events. This book traces what such processes, regardless of their
ideological colour, have in common. How does political power change hands? What are the
mental and material tools of change? From the last stages of World War I to the present
Crimean crisis, the case studies in this book offer timeless insights for understanding
ideological and military conflicts, including the undercurrents of the present Russo-Western
relations.
Defenses Against the Dark Arts argues that performances of magic in Harry Potter show us
how to leap into political action, from high politics of governments and elections to everyday
politics of private lives and popular cultures. It features learning to face and defend against
dark arts in dark times.

When a villainous wizard escapes from exile, the devastatingly sexy Doomsday
Brethren must defend all magickind in the spellbinding second book in bestselling
author Shayla Black's seductive new paranormal series. Ex-marine Caden
MacTavish has shunned his magical heritage all his life, but he will do anything to
heal his desperately ill brother, a Doomsday Brethren warrior in mourning for his
missing mate. Posing as a photographer, Caden must convince firecracker
tabloid reporter Sydney Blair to reveal the source of her recent exposé on a
supernatural power clash. Unfortunately, keeping his hands off the sizzling
redhead proves as hard as getting them onto the potent and mystical Doomsday
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Diary he discovers at her bedside. A bloody rebellion led by an evil, powerhungry wizard is imminent. If Sydney divulges the book's existence, she will
jeopardize magickind's most deeply guarded secrets and become the ruthless
wizard's number one target. Caden has never trusted magic's cruel and
dangerous powers, but he will protect Sydney with his life and magic -- even if it
means risking his heart.
What if Dwarfs, Elves and Magicians were not a fantasy, but one possible
outcome of earth's future. That is what the four story's heroes are about to find
out. A Marine, a college Student, a Horticulturalist, and a Thief are seized by a
wizard using the magical Sable Stones to aide in the destruction of a seemingly
unstoppable evil. To help ensure victory they are put through extensive fighter,
mage, druid, and thief training and given one month to recover four legendary
items to aide them in their final quest. The heroes then decend into the evil
dungeon fortress to face, and hopefully defeat the horrors inside.
Includes section "Book reviews."
Go beyond the walls of your classroom to build literacy and achievement. In this
insightful book, you’ll discover how you can better meet the rigorous goals of the
Common Core by opening new lines of communication with colleagues, parents,
and students. Each chapter centers around an action project that was designed
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to help teachers improve literacy by moving beyond the typical class lessons and
worksheets. The projects include... A book club for families of kindergarten and
first grade students, to help students build foundational literacy skills A book club
designed to engage middle school students with young adult literature using
digital forums "Write with your child" evenings to help parents connect with their
middle school children An instructional team’s challenge to use a range of
mentor texts in their classrooms And much more! As you read each project,
you’ll come away with ideas and inspiration that you can apply to your own
teaching. By challenging yourself to connect with parents and colleagues on a
deeper level, you will be better able to align your work, adjust for your students,
and achieve your teaching goals.
"Music in the Old Bones is a guide to the eternal Jezebel story. The first part of
this illustrated study is a detailed analysis that explores the biblical tale from
traditional and feminist points of view. Gaines then analyzes the ways authors
through the centuries have treated Jezebel."--BOOK JACKET.
"Originally published in Russian as Peremeshchennoe Litso by EKSMO, 2007."
From the acclaimed bestselling author of The Conquerors Michael Beschloss has
brought us a brilliantly readable and inspiring saga about crucial times in
America's history when a courageous President dramatically changed the future
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of the United States. With surprising new sources and a dazzling command of
history and human character, Beschloss brings to life these flawed, complex men
-- and their wives, families, friends and foes. Never have we had a more intimate,
behind-the-scenes view of Presidents coping with the supreme dilemmas of their
lives. You will be in the room with the private George Washington, braving threats
of impeachment and assassination to make peace with England. John Adams,
incurring his party's "unrelenting hatred" by refusing to fight France and warning
his enemies, "Great is the guilt of an unnecessary war." Andrew Jackson, in a
death struggle against the corrupt Bank of the United States. Abraham Lincoln,
risking his Presidency to insist that slaves be freed. Beschloss also shows us
Theodore Roosevelt, taunting J. P. Morgan and the Wall Street leaders who
dominated his party. Franklin Roosevelt, defying the isolationists -- and maybe
the law -- to stop Adolf Hitler. Harry Truman, risking a walkout by top officials to
recognize a Jewish state. John Kennedy, the belated champion of civil rights,
complaining that he has cost himself a second term. And finally, two hundred
years after Washington, Ronald Reagan, irking some of his oldest backers to
seek an end to the Cold War. As Beschloss shows in this gripping and important
book, none of these Presidents was eager to incur ridicule, vilification or threats
of political destruction and even assassination. But in the end, bolstered by
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friends and family, hidden private beliefs and, sometimes, religious faith, each
ultimately proved himself to be, in Andrew Jackson's words, "born for the storm."
In Poland in the 1940s and '50s, a new kind of Catholic intended to remake European
social and political life--not with guns, but French philosophy This collective intellectual
biography examines generations of deeply religious thinkers whose faith drove them
into public life, including Karol Wojty?a, future Pope John Paul II, and Tadeusz
Mazowiecki, the future prime minister who would dismantle Poland's Communist
regime. Seeking to change the way we understand the Catholic Church, World War II,
the Cold War, and communism, this study centers on the idea of "revolution." It
examines two crucial countries, France and Poland, while challenging conventional
wisdom among historians and introducing innovations in periodization, geography, and
methodology. Why has much of Eastern Europe gone back down the road of
exclusionary nationalism and religious prejudice since the end of the Cold War? Piotr H.
Kosicki helps to understand the crises of contemporary Europe by examining the
intellectual world of Roman Catholicism in Poland and France between the Church's
declaration of war on socialism in 1891 and the demise of Stalinism in 1956.
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a
special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
Informed by a wealth of information that has come to light in recent years, this engaging
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biography tells the complete story of the life and musical work of Finnish composer
Jean Sibelius (1865-1957). Drawing on Sibelius’s own correspondence and diaries,
contemporary reviews, and the remarks of family and friends, the book presents a rich
account of the events of the musician’s life. In addition, this volume is the first to set
every work and performable fragment by Sibelius in its historical and musical context.
Filling a significant gap, the biography also provides the first accurate information about
much of the composer’s early music. Writing for the general music-lover, Andrew
Barnett combines his own extensive knowledge of Sibelius’s music with the insights of
other scholars and musicians. He lays to rest a number of myths and untruths—that
Sibelius wrote no chamber music of value, for example, and that he stopped composing
in 1926 and didn’t need to compose to earn a living. Barnett completes the volume with
the most thorough worklist available and an authoritative chronology of Sibelius’s entire
output.
FDR: The War President opens as Roosevelt has been re-elected to a third term and
the United States is drifting toward a war that has already engulfed Europe. Roosevelt,
as commander in chief, statesman, and politician, must navigate a delicate balance
between helping those in Europe--while remaining mindful of the forces of isolation both
in the Congress and the country--and protecting the gains of the New Deal, upon which
he has spent so much of his prestige and power. Kenneth S. Davis draws vivid
depictions of the lives, characters, and temperaments of the military and political
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personalities so paramount to the history of the time: Churchill, Stalin, de Gaulle, and
Hitler; Generals Marshall, Eisenhower, and MacArthur; Admiral Darlan, Chiang Kaishek, Charles Lindbergh, William Allen White, Joseph Kennedy, Averell Harriman,
Harry Tru-man, Robert Murphy, Sidney Hillman, William Knud-sen, Cordell Hull, Henry
Morgenthau, Henry Stimson, A. Philip Randolph, Wendell Willkie, and Henry Wallace.
The portrait of Henry Hopkins, who interacted with many of these personalities on
behalf of Roosevelt, is woven into this history as the complex, interconnected
relationship it was. Hopkins burnished the relationship between Churchill and Roosevelt
and eased the way for their interactions with Stalin. Another set of characters central to
Roosevelt's life and finely drawn by the author includes Eleanor Roo-sevelt, Sara
Roosevelt, Missy LeHand, Grace Tully, Princess Martha of Norway, and Daisy Suckley.
Integral to this history as well are the Argentina Conference, the Atlantic Charter and
the beginnings of the United Nations, the Moscow Conference, lend-lease, the story of
the building of the atomic bomb, Hitler's Final Solution and how Roosevelt and the
State Department reacted to it, Pearl Harbor and war with Japan, the planning of Torch,
and the murder of Admiral Darlan. All these stories intersect with the economic and
social problems facing Roosevelt at home as the United States mobilizes for war. The
lessons and concerns of 1940-1943 as dissected in this book are still relevant to the
problems and concerns of our own time. A recurrent theme is technology: Do people
control technology, or does technology control people? Kenneth Davis had the rare gift
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of writing history that reads with the immediacy of a novel; and though the outcome of
this history is well known, the events and people depicted here keep the reader focused
on an enthralling suspense story. From the Hardcover edition.
We are in a power crunch and you need help. It is not going to go away. Fuel costs,
population increases, or the need to reduce air pollution will all keep us in a power
hungry situation. Either we cannot afford it, can no longer breathe it, or there will not be
enough. The purpose of this book is to ease the problem. Better start learning
now.Experience is the best teacher, but you need help before you can acquire
experience on your own.Next best is to benefit from another?s experience. This book
collects the relevant material from most of the authors? over 50 books. They were
written for people who want to help themselves. Does that include you?This book
contains over 50 years of ways we have used to conserve energy. We started early:
The message of energy shortages to come wasn?t widely publicized, although it?s
coming was announced and published in the 1950's.We hope that rolling blackouts are
the most with which we will have to cope. In today?s culture, even that is a minor
disaster. Electricity is the hinge upon which our lives swing. Most of us can?t even tell
time without electricity, or when it comes back on, how do we reset the clocks? In fact,
every floating automatic device in the house will need resetting.We depend upon
electricity for all the niceties of living. What about the necessities?Food Preservation
and SpoilageHeatLight- both to see and for securityWater-. No hot water without
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electricity. City and Rural water is supplied by electric pumps.Enjoy air conditioning? A
hot tub, Hot water? These are things we can live without if we must, although there are
energy efficient ways to have these things. Otherwise, either the cost of having them or
the need to use a minimum of electricity may make them unavailable. Solar Energy will
heat your home and provide hot water. It will even heat a hot tub.We use what is in this
book ALL the time.
"The city doesn't need another hero. It needs a monster." I have lived beneath the
streets all my life while a growing evil overtook the city I loved. I’ve watched the people
suffer, smelled their fear, and heard their cries for mercy. All while they lived under the
control of the ruthless man who murdered my parents. But the time has come for me to
rise from the darkness. I’ve trained my whole life for this moment and, unlike the justice
system, I will not fail the people of Coast City, or the woman I fell in love with as a child,
the woman who believes me dead. But no one told me that sometimes heroes aren’t
enough. Sometimes people need a monster. In this gritty and fast-paced, urban fantasy
novel, Raven Steele brings a new kind of vampire that will leave you breathless and
anxious for more! If you like Cassandra Clare, Patricia Briggs, Laurell K. Hamilton and
Anne Rice, you will LOVE this series! Scroll up and grab your copy TODAY! "I love this
story with mixture of THE CROW, THE DARK KNIGHT and PARANORMAL into one
HOT intoxicating, provocative, captivating, sizzling and chemistry complex story!" ~
Amazon Reviewer ????? This is the beginning of a three-book series and is part of the
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Rouen Chronicles. Soon Aris will join Briar, Sam and Lynx in Rouen, but until then, find
out how he became known as a vampire legend. Start it now! A Monster's Death (Book
1) A Monster's Birth (Book 2) A Monster's Fight (Book 3)
This is a series of introductory books about different types of writing. One strand of the
series focuses on genres such asScience Fiction, Horror, Romance, and Crime, and
the other focuses on movements or styles often associated with historicaland cultural
locations—Postcolonial, Native American, Scottish, Irish, American Gothic.Authors
covered in this volume includeWilliam Peter Blatty, Ira Levine, BramStoker, Shirley
Jackson, Angela Carter,Mary Shelley, Stephen King, Anne Rice,and Washington Irving.

John Raymond, a renowned mathematician at the Newtonian Research
Academy (NRA), is summoned to solve a symbolic code underlying a large
terrorist plot to assassinate a set of world leaders. Instead, he soon finds himself
trapped in a game, larger than what appears to be. During the 17th Century, long
before he published his works on Calculus, a young Isaac Newton buried a
secret that threatened the existence of modern civilization, possibly even his
own. An ancient community, believed to have been destroyed centuries ago,
rises again in the 21st century to unearth Newton’s secret hidden in a complex
Calculus puzzle laid out by Newton himself. Graham Roebuck, the Director of the
NRA, discovers the source to the Calculus puzzle in one of Isaac Newton’s
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personal diaries purchased by his grandfather at the Sotheby’s auction of
Newton’s works in 1936. A powerful game of deception unfolds, revealing a
dangerous conspiracy that challenges God as the Supreme Creator... “A
brilliantly researched theological thriller that merges historical and religious facts
into a fictional narrative.” “It is a long read, but the uniqueness of the plot
induces mystery right through to the epilogue.” “Thoroughly enjoyed all attempts
to decode the symbols and come up with a solution.” “It is always dangerous
and controversial to write about real personalities, but the Author’s research is
intense and evident.” “Assassinations, Symbols, Mathematics and religious
revelations. This plot is a clear winner.”
The seventh and final volume of the author’s “remarkable” diary is filled with the
reflections of an older woman as she journeys through the world (Los Angeles
Times). “One of the most remarkable diaries in the history of letters” ends as the
author wished: not with her last two years of pain but at a joyous moment on a
trip to Bali (Los Angeles Times). As she ages, Anaïs Nin reflects on how the
deeply personal and introspective nature of her writings intertwines with her
public life and her connections with other people, including her devoted readers.
“One of the most extraordinary and unconventional writers of [the twentieth]
century.” —The New York Times Book Review Edited and with a preface by
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Gunther Stuhlmann
Narrated by John, the Beloved Disciple, this story of Jesus' life is told by
imagining His interactions with the people of the Gospel story and their reactions
to their life-changing encounters with Him.
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